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PLM Lake & Land
Management Corp.
• Northern Regional Manager, with PLM 17 years
• Casey Shoaff, NE Lakes Manager, with PLM 5 years
• Michigan State University (GO GREEN), Environmental
Scientist
– Focus in Limnology (study of freshwater/lakes)
– Watershed management and Env’t Economics

• PLM is a full service Lake Management Company serving
Michigan for 40 years
– Consulting, Lake Management Planning, Education, Implementation,
Special Assessment Districts
– Surveying, Mapping, Water Quality, Fishery Assessments
– Herbicide Applications, Harvesting, Fountains/Aeration, Biological
Control etc.

A little more about PLM?
• Northern Office is off US131 in Evart. Centrally
located in the State to get East and West
efficiently.
• PLM works on many local lakes and ponds as
well as hundreds across the state, giving our
staff advanced knowledge and experience in
lake management and invasive plant
management.
• Experience, Education, Equipment, Dedication

Manager Biographies
•

Jason Broekstra earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Biology from Grand Valley State University (GVSU) in 1995. While at GVSU he spent a summer as an intern for the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources, Fisheries Division. For the past 20 years, Jason has worked in all aspects of PLM and currently serves Vice President of MI
Operations and is an active board member. Under Jason’s leadership, PLM has become approved performing evaluation treatments and is leading the way to
determining better application techniques and methods. Jason has focused his career at PLM working with customers in making sound scientific decisions while
overseeing the work of his employees on hundreds of inland lakes and ponds. Jason is a Past President of the Midwest Aquatic Plant Management Society, current
Vice President of the Michigan Aquatic Managers Association and current secretary for the Michigan Chapter, North American Lake Management Society. He was the
recipient of the “2009 Applicator of the Year” award by SePRO Corporation. Jason also serves on the Michigan Inland Lakes Partnership and many other organizations
throughout Michigan. While not working, Jason is active with his family, church, and sports and is an avid snowmobiler.

•

Jaimee Conroy graduated from Michigan State University with a degree in Environmental Studies before beginning her career with PLM in 1999. While at MSU, Jaimee
focused her studies on Environmental Impacts and interned with the Ingham County Drain Commissions Office. With over 17 years experience in aquatic plants and
lake management, Jaimee has focused much of her career in water quality analyzes, lake surveying/evaluation, and new technology. Jaimee’s advanced knowledge in
GIS has allowed PLM to expand their capabilities with mapping weed beds and preparing and evaluating treatments. Jaimee is currently the Western Lakes Manager,
managing lakes throughout the Grand Rapids Metro area to the lakeshore, as well as our Technical Services Manager where she oversees all water quality and
vegetation monitoring. Jaimee enjoys spending her free time with her two boys and family.

•

Bre Grabill began working for PLM in 2002 and is a graduate of Michigan State University with a Bachelor’s Degree is Environmental Studies and Applications. At MSU,
Bre focused her studies on watershed management and limnology, studying water resources not only in Michigan but across the world in Antarctica. She currently
works as our Northern Lakes Manager. Growing up on an inland lake in Newaygo County, Bre has a personal and professional interest in proper lake management,
aquatic plant control and the environment. Bre’s division spreads over the entire Northern part of the Lower Peninsula as well as Upper Peninsula and works directly
with lake associations, residents, townships, and lake boards in managing their waterbodies on some of the largest lakes in the State of Michigan. Bre is actively
involved with numerous organizations and in her spare time enjoys spending time with her family on the lake.

•

Steve Hanson earned his Bachelor of Science and Master’s Degree from Michigan State University studying fisheries biology. While at MSU, Steve did research
analyzing the use of Fluridone in the State of Michigan. Steve began working with PLM in 2002 in the Northern Lakes Division, before opening his own office branch
expanding our Eastern Lakes & Ponds Division. Steve’s advanced knowledge in fisheries as well as aquatic plants has expanded PLM’s services and capabilities. Steve
has taken charge of numerous evaluation treatments, including working on a three year study of Curlyleaf pondweed turions and long term control measures utilizing
low dose applications of Sonar A.S. Steve is a dedicated father and active fisherman and outdoorsman.

•

Andy Tomaszewski, PLM’s Southwest Regional Lakes Manager began his career with PLM in 2001 after graduating from the University of Michigan with a Bachelor’s
Degree in Ecology. While studying at the U of M biological station on Douglass Lake near Pelleston, Michigan Andy began to focus his career in aquatics. With over a
decade of experience in aquatic plant management and setting up lake management programs through special assessment districts, lake associations, and residents,
Andy has worked on numerous evaluation treatments. His latest project included working with the use of Sonar A.S. and determining the best bump up protocol for
its use in Michigan waters. Andy has expanded his Southern Division from the northern Kalamazoo area to border of Michigan and from Jackson to the lakeshore,
working directly with his lakes in balancing ecological decisions with residential concerns. Andy is devoted to his family and two boys and is an avid sportsman.

Manager Biographies
Blake Mallory, the Southern Regional Manager, graduated from Grand Valley State University (GVSU) with a Bachelors Degree in Natural Resource Management. During
his time with GVSU he worked with the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) studying endangered species along the Rio Grand River in New Mexico. After his time at Grand Valley,
Blake became a whitetail and turkey guide working for a ranch, performing Quality Deer Management practices including age class identification and population studies.
During this time, Blake also competed in a number of fishing tournament circuits. In the fall of 2010 Blake joined the PLM team and in 2013 became the Western Regional
Assistant Manager, overseeing all pond accounts and a few lake accounts in the western region. Blake is an avid outdoorsman where he produces his own hunting show
and enjoys spending time with his two little girls and wife.
Dustin Grabill began working for PLM in 2002 well attending Grand Valley State University. While at PLM, Dustin has increased his knowledge in all aspects of PLM
including: lake & pond management, weed & algae control, fountains & aeration, harvesting and terrestrial applications. In 2010 he was promoted to Terrestrial Manger,
overseeing terrestrial projects across the State. In 2012, he relocated to the northern office in Evart and was certified in shoreline restoration through the Michigan
Natural Shoreline Partnership. He has worked on various projects including biological plantings for invasive species as well as chemical control. In addition to his work in
the terrestrial field, he also serves as the Northern Regional Assistant Manager. Dusty in devoted to his family and is an active outdoorsman.
Jake Hunt has been with PLM since 2004. Jake became a certified applicator in 2006 working primarily in PLM’s pond division. In 2009 Jake became the Fountain and
Aeration Manager overseeing all fountain purchases, repairs and installations. In 2013, Jake, took on an additional role as the Pond Operations Manager. As the Pond
Operations Manager, Jake organizes the pond account schedule, along with many other day to day processes. Jake is an avid outdoor enthusiast enjoying camping, fishing,
boating and snowmobiling.
James Scherer graduated from Lansing Community College (LCC) with an Associated Degree in Environmental Science in 2009. While attending LCC he worked for the
Department of Environmental Quality- Air Quality Division (AQD), where he helped oversee a variety of programs including asbestos abatement permitting program. James
also acquired an internship at the DEQ in the Water Bureau Division in 2008. While an intern for the DEQ he took part in waste contaminations sampling, nutrient load
collection, and fisheries surveys on the Kalamazoo, and Huron Rivers. In 2010 James joined the PLM Eastern Division and soon after became the Eastern Assistant Manager,
where he oversees pond accounts and helps manage lake accounts. James is a dedicated family man and avid steelhead fisherman.
Jeff Fischer began working for PLM in 2011 while attending Michigan State University. At MSU, Jeff studied Fisheries Biology and earned his Bachelor’s degree in the spring
of 2012. For the past 4 years Jeff, a certified applicator, has been treating lakes and ponds and is now an Assistant Manager in our Eastern Division. Before joining PLM and
attending MSU, Jeff played baseball at Eastern Michigan University where, as a Junior, he was drafted by the Colorado Rockies in the 10th round in 2007 and played
professionally for 3 years. To this day Jeff still pursues his passion for baseball by giving baseball lessons. Jeff is also a very avid hunter and fisherman and competes
regularly in bass tournaments across the state and country.
Casey Shoaff began working with PLM in 2015 after graduating from Cornerstone University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Environmental Biology. Casey is a
certified aquatic applicator and works within our Northern office as a Manager. Casey has worked with the AuSable Institute doing water quality monitoring as well as
macro invertebrate identification as well as working with the MI DNR in the wildlife division. Casey enjoys the outdoors, hunting and fishing, as well as spending time with
his wife and daughter.
Mike Pichla began working with PLM in 2015 while attending Grand Valley State University. He graduated in 2016 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Natural Resource
Management and Biology. Mike is a certified applicator in aquatics, right of ways, and forestry. Mike currently manages ponds in west Michigan. He is an avid
outdoorsman and loves spending time training his bird dog.
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2013
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2019
1999
2014
2011
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2006
2007
2002
2016
2006
2019
2018
2019
2017
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2014
2018
2019
2016
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2014
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2015
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2019
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C003000069
C003150238
C007120330
C002150136
C003060277
C003070347
C006020298
C002160164
C003060216
C001190373
C001180670
C001190534
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C001180502
C003140297
C001180494
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C003170389
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C003010324
C003150254
C002170187
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•

Boats and Application Equipment: 10 Airboats (16-22 Ft)(2 new 2017 EPA compliant 16’), 6 (19Ft) Carolina Skiffs, 3 (21Ft) Carolina
Skiff, 2 (16Ft) Carolina Skiffs, 9 (14Ft) Carolina Skiffs. Equipment is maintained/restored on an as needed basis. 1 -2 new boats are
purchased each year.
All boats are equipped with 5Hp pump systems for surface/subsurface applications of aqueous herbicides. The airboats and larger
skiffs are equipped with spreader mounts and electrical connections for granular herbicide applications.
We have 16 boat mount spreaders for granular herbicide applications, such as 2,4-D/Triclopyr, and several backpack and hand held
herbicide sprayers for smaller applications. All boats and equipment older than five years have had upgrades and rebuilding as
necessary. Trailers are also MDOT approved on an annual basis.
GPS and Injections Metering Systems: 2 GPS injection-metering systems for liquid application and/or granular products. 10
combination depth/GPS units. 10 Differential mapping Global Positioning (dGPS) receivers
Trucks: 26 4x4 trucks ranging from ½ to 1 ton with enclosed truck beds for on site herbicide storage. Years of trucks range from 2006
thru 2018 (5 new 2018 vehicles). Trucks are MDOT approved on an annual basis.
Spill kits containing supplies to soak up, contain and remove herbicides are in all vehicles. Eyewash safety kits are available on site at
all times.
Aquatic Plant Harvesters: 1 Aquarius Harvester
Mechanical harvesters use biodegradable hydraulic fluid that is environmentally safe if a spill occurred. Any other spill would be
addressed based on the standards set by the Michigan Department of Agriculture.
Land Based Equipment:
1 Arctic Cat 4x4 Tracked UTV with 50 gallon spray system
1 Terra Track vehicle with 50 gallon spray system
1 Argo 8x8 amphibious vehicle with 50 gallon spray system
2 Honda Rancher 4x4 ATVs with 30 gallon spray systems
2 Back of Truck 50 gallon spray systems
12 Solo backpack sprayers, 12 Handheld 1/2 to 2 gallon spray units, Wick sticks and swiping mitts
2 Stihl chainsaws, 3 Stihl weed whip with brush blade, 1 commercial grade brush hog

Technical Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Field Survey Equipment:
12 Differential mapping Global positioning (dGPS) receivers
2 Eagle combination Depth/ Global Positioning (GPS) units
3 Hummingbird combination Depth/ Global Positioning (GPS) units
10 Lowrance HDS-5 Depth/ Global Positioning (GPS) unit, 4 with side-scan technology
4 YSI multiparameter water quality meters
Water and sediment sampling equipment
Laboratory Equipment: Compound microscope and wet chemistry laboratory
capabilities.
Mapping/CAD capabilities: BioBase, Auto Cad 2000 LT software, ArcMap, Global
Mapper, planimeter.
Safety Equipment: All applicators are equipped with, and required to wear, personal
protective equipment, including chemical suits, gloves and goggles. First aid kits and
eye wash kits are kept on-site at all times. A minimum of two U.S. Coast Guard
approved floatation devices (Kent) and one fire extinguisher is present on each boat.
MSDS Sheets Located in Every PLM Truck: Aqua Pro, Aquathol K, Hydrothol 191,
Clipper, Komeen, Komeen Crystal, Nautique, Navigate, Navitrol, Navitrol OTF, Renovate
3, Renovate OTF, Renovate Max G, Sculpin G, Tribune, Reward, Habitat, Copper Sulfate,
Cutrine Plus-Ultra, Captain- XTR, Alonglife, Cygnet Plus, PLM Blue, Cygnet Select, Poly
An.

Our Lakes
• PLM works on hundreds of lakes and ponds across the state.
The Northern Region oversees ~140 lakes that range from
small EWM treatment programs to lake wide management.
These programs range from individual and association
programs, SAD’s and LIB’s.
• PLM works on some of the State’s largest lakes
• Operate 8-9 crews daily
• Over 750 acres ~ 20
• Between 250 - 750 acres ~40
• Neighboring Lakes (within 30 miles) – We are in the area every
week!
– Long Lake, Loon Lake, Jose Lake, Van Etten Lake, George Lake, Rifle
Lake, Secord Lake, Sugar Springs, Smallwood

Our Management Plan
• Science based. Sage Lake is the customer. The Lake’s health is
#1
• Regular Surveys

•
•
•
•
•

– Have to be on the water regularly to know what is going on
– We established a schedule in the spring and share that; and adjust it
as needed throughout the growing season (weather)

Pre-post survey correspondence
Water Quality testing
Transparency
Unit based contract
Communication is key. Trust is Proven. Success is accomplished.

Goals of Aquatic
Plant Management
• Control Exotic Species
– Promote a Balanced and Diverse Native Plant
Community
– Improve Fisheries
– Maintain Property and Recreational Values

Native Plants
• “Typically” do not cause
recreational problems
• Fundamental component of
aquatic ecosystems
• Perform important
functions
–
–
–
–

Stabilizing sediments
Support aquatic insects
Maintaining Oxygen
Provide forage and refuge areas
for fish

When control is needed, harvesting or use of contact herbicides
are best management options.

•

Diverse, Native
Plant Community

The goal of Aquatic Plant Control: A healthy & diverse plant community.

This is NOT the goal!

Impacts of Exotic Species

Eurasian Watermilfoil
(EWM)
• Not native to North America
• Highly invasive, forms a canopy & monoculture
• Spreads from root system, seed, and fragmentation (cutting,
raking increases spread)
• Over winters (lives under the ice).
• Outcompetes other native plants
• Negatively impacts fisheries
• A single plant can produce millions new plants in a single year!

EWM
CANOPY

Hybrid milfoil
• Genetic research has found that Eurasian watermilfoil has bred with Northern
watermilfoil and has produced different genetic plants—referred to as hybrid
milfoil.
• Hybrid milfoil species have likely been around for decades, we are just
learning more about them now!
• Hybrid milfoil plants can spread from lake to lake the same as EWM. It doesn’t
take having both parents in the lake for a lake to have hybrid plants.
• Identification of hybrid over EWM is VERY difficult- typically requires lab
analysis.
• Millions of dollars is being spent to learn more about hybrids and control
strategies.
• Growing characteristics generally take after aggressive EWM but with the
hardier growth ability of Northern (cold water, resistance to herbicides)
• For management purposes, EWM and hybrids are generally classified as nonnative milfoil for control/management purposes
• Management recommendations can vary.

Systemic Herbicides
• Two types of herbicides
– Contact herbicides
• Diquat, Aquathol K
• Kill plants on contact, less selective, broad spectrum, shorter control
period
• Curly leaf pondweed
– Systemic herbicides
• Renovate OTF (Triclopyr) , Sculpin G (2,4d)
• Slowly kill plants from the inside out, absorbed/translocated into the
roots to provide longer control. Very selective on specific plant types.
• Milfoil
– New Product: ProcellaCOR

EWM Management Costs
• Systemic control costs more than Contact Herbicides.
• Dosage rates can range based on depth, bed size, historical
treatments (i.e. 120-240lbs/acre)
• Granular and liquid options available
• Diquat ~$160/acre at 1gal versus Renovate OTF ~$450/acre at
120lbs
• ~270 acres of diquat = $40,500 (hold short control) versus ~270
acres of Sculpin ~81,000 (longer control)
• Unit cost
• Lake wide versus spot treatment
• Budget
– BMP’s may use a combination of products

Curly leaf pondweed
• Introduced to North America in 19th century
• Emerges early each spring, flowers and sets seed in
the late spring and early summer, and then
collapses by the first week in July.
– There are, however, exceptions to this pattern
regarding juvenile plants, part of this re-growth
community can occasionally be found in the
late summer or early autumn.
• Capable of over-wintering below ice cover
• Curly Leaf can be a severe nuisance during the early
part of the peak recreational use season
• Early control of this species is recommended so
that the plant is not allowed to produce large
quantities of biomass that die naturally and
decompose in early July when water temperatures
and the potential for oxygen stress are high
• Serrated edge

Starry stonewort
Chara
• Rooted macro algae

– Takes all nutrients from
water column, not roots

• Originated in Europe
• First found in St. Clair River/
Detroit Area
• Can grow in 20’ of water
• Preferred by Zebra Mussels
• Forms a dense mat
• Rated as one of the more
detrimental species to infest
our waterways

SSW

Starry stonewort

• Photo credit: Bre Grabill, PLM

Wild Celery, Eel Grass,
Vallisneria
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Although native, this plant is highly invasive
and requires early management
Current treatment protocols allow this plant
to be suppressed, but eradication is not
permitted nor available with chemical
control
Early chemical control is preferred!
DEQ permits two treatments annually
Treatment options standardly use copper
complex products (Komeen Crystals,
Harpoon, Nautique)
Harvesting is an alternative
Numerous treatment programs target this
species, while many lakes leave it alone
Properly managing a lake to promote native
diversity will help naturally manage this
plant.
Treating Wild Celery for a few decades – this
plant has evolved and is worse now than it
was 30 years ago.

Lake Management Tools:
An IPM approach using
BMPs

• Aquatic Herbicides
– Multiple Options

• Physical & Mechanical
Tools
– Raking
– Harvesting
– Aeration

• Biological Controls

– Bacteria & Enzymes

Utilizing GPS in Aquatics
The use of GPS can greatly improve
communication and accuracy of treatments
• Pre-treatment surveys downloaded directly to
applicator hand held/boat GPS unit.
• Applicator tracking of application.
• Post-treatment surveys to ensuring treatment
target area has been controlled.

Surveys
• AVAS Survey
– DEQ approved survey technique,
Document growth within every 300’
shoreline

• Pre/post treatment surveys
Cover
Code
a
b
c
d

Approximate
Cover Range
1-2%
3-20%
21-60%
61-100%

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Plant Name
Eurasian watermilfoil
Curly leaf pondweed
Chara
Thinleaf pondweed
Flatstem pondweed
Robbins pondweed
Variable pondweed
White stem pondweed
Richardsons pondweed
Illinois pondweed
Large leaf pondweed
American pondweed
Floating leaf pondweed
Water stargrass
Wild celery
Sagittaria (submersed)
Northern watermilfoil
Green watermilfoil
Two-leaved watermilfoil
Coontail
Elodea
Bladderwort
Mini Bladderwort
Buttercup
Naiad
Brittle naiad
Sago Pondweed
Water Chippewa
Spatterdock
Water shield
Lemna minor
Greater duckweed
Watermeal
Arrowhead
Pickerelweed
Arrow arum
Cattail
Bulrush
Iris
Swamp loosestrife
Purple loosestrife

Treatment Information
• A majority of the products used in aquatics carry no swimming restriction
on the label
– DEQ requires a one day swimming regardless (safety of boats in beaches,
some products work better when ground sediments are no disturbed).

• Required to post maximum restriction on label, although we rarely use
maximum rates
• Herbicides attack the chlorophyll in plants and stop them from growing
• No fishing restriction
• Irrigation restrictions
– Vary pending what product is used, can be a few days to a few weeks
usually.
– Again, we have to post maximum restriction which is often over what we
would recommend for a given lake based on scope of treatment.
– Feel free to call our office and we can pinpoint your location and updated
restrictions for you!

The Dose Makes the Poison
• Prescription drugs (antibiotics)
are therapeutic if taken in small
doses, but can be dangerous if
abused or taken in overdose
proportions.
• Pesticides, like antibiotics are
effective when used in the right
circumstances, but can become a
threat to the environment or
even human health if improperly
used.

Less Toxic

LDC/50 mg/kg

Fluridone

10,000

Glyphosate

5,600

Table Salt

3,000

Triclopyr

2,574

Aspirin

1,000

2,4-D

300 – 1,000

Copper Sulfate

300

Diquat

230

Caffeine

192

Nicotine

53

Sodium Cyanide

6.4

Most Toxic

If you live on a lake, you
must own a rake!
• Regardless of management efforts it is the
riparian's responsibility to clean shoreline of
floating leaves and debris!
– Reduces muck and improves the quality of your
shoreline.

• Knowing the species is important.
– Fragmentation!
– New introductions!

THANK YOU, QUESTIONS!!!

• Know your environment,
what is around you
• Ask questions
• Communicate
• Prevention is key
• Early detection, rapid
response
• We can all do our part!
• Let’s work together to
protect your Lake!

